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Abstract—A comparison of different lengths of maximum
length sequences for channel sounding application is given. The
results are obtained from simulations in LabView and Matlab
in different channel models. A channel impulse response is
extracted from simulated data for different pseudo noise sequence
lengths and different channel models. Simulations are performed
in LabView on sliding correlator channel sounder simulation
model with data processing done in Matlab. Different power
delay profiles with different spectrum statistics are used in
simulations. RMS delay spreads are calculated and compared
against sequence lengths. Additional tests are performed using
USRP software defined radio (SDR) transceiver chain to obtain
real life data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Correlator spread spectrum channel sounders are a popular
way for obtaining channel impulse response in time domain
due to their simple implementation and applicability in
different sounding environments. Sliding correlator channel
sounder was first utilized by Cox in [1] as a technique for
sounding wideband channels for future wireless systems.
In comparison to sounding with bulky network analyzers,
correlator channel sounders can be assembled cheaply
from off-the-shelf components or programmed in, now
popular, software defined radio environments that allow
fast implementation of different sounding designs. Although
network analyzers offer wider bandwidths and more accurate
measurements, they are constrained by their size and price,
where smaller correlator channel sounders allow easier
measurements in both indoor and outdoor environments.

Direct sequence spread spectrum sounders are the most
widely employed type of wideband channel sounders where
different pseudo noise (PN) sequences are used for spectrum
spreading in correlator channel sounding applications and can
be easily generated by shift registers. Pseudo noise sequences
are used in channel sounding because of their low side-lobes
and dynamic range. Using pseudo noise sequences allows
conducting measurements in interference populated channels
where network analyzers can not distinguish interfering signal
from sounding signal. Usage of pseudo noise sequences
minimizes interference from sounding signals to existing
systems.

This paper focuses on simulating a model of correlator
channel sounder and evaluating the performance of different
noise sequence lengths for correlator sounding and effects of
different channels using data collected in various measurement
actions. Measured power delay profiles from ITU-R M.1225
[2] and COST207 [3] actions are used to simulate multipath
propagation effects in Labview. Through simulations we obtain
information of applicability of different sequence lengths for
channel sounding purposes in comparison to varying channel
models. This paper is organized as follows. Chapter II. gives
the overview of used pseudo-noise sequences for simulations,
Chapter III. describes the simulation model, Chapter IV. gives
the simulation results, Chapter V. concludes the paper.

II. NOISE SEQUENCES FOR MODEL SIMULATION

Many types of pseudo-noise sequences can be used in
channel sounding applications such as: pseudo random binary
sequences (PRBS), Gold codes and Kasami sequences [4]. The
main limitation of some pseudo noise sequences are the high
sidelobe levels that impact dynamic range and measurement
ambiguity. High sidelobe levels can cover low amplitude
channel echoes, usually with longer propagation times [4]. It
can be shown that longer sequences have a theoretical sidelobe
level of about A/N where A is the amplitude of the main lobe.
In order to obtain higher dynamic range and longer time
delay measurement different types of noise sequences should
be used such as pseudo random binary sequences (PRBS).
PSRB’s can be generated using linear feedback shift register
(LFSR) or can be derived mathematically from generating
polynomials. For channel sounding a bi-phase modulation
scenario is usually used where 1’s are modulated to inphase
0◦ and 0’s are modulated to inphase 180◦, as in BPSK
modulation. Modulation can be carried out on quadrature axes
as well in in-phase order to obtain a precise measurement.
It can be seen that shorter sequences have prominent sidelobe
levels which can obscure low amplitude responses. Usage of
higher order sequences allows for longer path delay mea-
surement. Maximum multipath delay that can measured by
sequence length L and chip rate fc can be calculated by [6]:

τmax =
L

fc
(1)

Time resolution of multipath components is given by [6]:

∆τ =
1

fc
(2)



The slide factor is defined as the ratio between the transmit-
ter chip sample rate and the difference between the transmitter
and receiver chip sample rate as [1]:

γ =
fc

fc − f ′
c

(3)

where fc is the transmitter chip sample rate and f
′

c is the
receiver chip sample rate.

Processing gain of sliding correlator channel sounder can
be expressed as [6]:

Gp = 10 · log10(γ)dB (4)

It can be seen from equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) that
the chip sampling frequency plays a key role in correlator
channel sounder system performance. Using higher sampling
frequencies enables the system to distinguish responses that
are closely spaced, as well as ones with low amplitudes.

III. CORRELATOR CHANNEL SOUNDER MODEL

A correlator channel sounder model is built in Labview
due to available choices of precompiled blocks. Bipolar
maximum length sequences of different lengths are generated
in Matlab using generator polynomials as in [4]. Sequences
are then sampled at 30 MHz at the transmitter. The sequences
directly modulate the in-phase (I) component of the complex
waveform as in BPSK biphase modulation. The 30 MHz
sampled sequence is then transmitted through a multipath
fading channel block. Both sampled sequences then arrive
at a correlator block: first sequence has passed through the
channel and the other is the original sequence but sampled at
29,985 MHz to obtain a slide factor of 2000. The correlator
block then compares both sequences and produces a channel
impulse response based on the given power delay profile.
Simulation is run for 30 seconds to obtain enough data
points. Data from the correlator block is stored in a data
file. Matlab opens the generated data file and processes
the data. The responses at respective lag numbers are
summed and normalized to the maximal amplitude sample.
Channel response is then plotted and RMS delay spread is
calculated for each channel model and plotted for comparison.

Channels are modelled with a Rayleigh flat-fading pro-
file with an envelope that statistically obeys the Rayleigh
distribution, using Gans and Jakes fading model. Rayleigh
channel model describes the statistical time-varying nature of
the received envelope of an individual multipath component.
Jakes fading model simulates time-correlated Rayleigh fading
waveforms. The model assumes that N equal-strength rays
arrive at a receiver with uniformly distributed arrival angles.
Gans fading model generates the Rayleigh fading profile
by passing quadrature Gaussian I/Q components through a
Doppler filter with a U-shaped power spectral density profile.
For the selective fading model, the implementation ensures
that the generated fading profile for all paths is uncorrelated
[5].

Table I: CALCULATED RMS DELAY SPREADS

Channel model RMS delay spread [µs]

TU 1,055

BU 2,408

HT 3,965

RA 0,099

IndoorA 0,037

IndoorB 0,099

Each channel power delay profile is defined as in COST207
[3] and ITU-R [2] measurements. Reduced power delay profile
models for hilly terrain (HT), bad urban (BU), typical urban
(RU) and rural area (RA) are used to simulate outdoor prop-
agation. Indoor propagation environment is simulated using
ITU-R M.1225 [2] IndoorA and IndoorB power delay profiles.
RMS delay spread is the square root of the second central
moment of the power delay profile and is defined as:

σt =

√
τ2 − τ2 (5)

where

τ =

∑
k

a2kτk∑
k

a2k
=

∑
k

P (τk)τk∑
k

P (τk)
(6)

is the mean excess delay, and

τ2 =

∑
k

a2kτ
2
k∑

k

a2k
=

∑
k

P (τk)τ2k∑
k

P (τk)
(7)

RMS delay spread for each power delay profile in table I is
calculated using equation (5).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation results show RMS delay spread change
compared to sequence lengths. Pseudo noise sequences were
sampled at 30 MHz so that ∆t = 33.33 ns between two chip
samples. It can be seen that longer sequences approximate de-
lay spread better, but with additional computational complexity
cost and measurement time.

From figures 1 and 2 it is visible that sequence length 255
gives good RMS calculated results in most channel types and
can measure most delay taps without ambiguity. Simulated
RMS delay spread values from figures 1 and 2 agree with
calculated values from table I.

It can be seen from figure 3 that shorter sequences can
not measure all delay taps in given channel models without
ambiguity due to high sidelobe levels. The sequence length
for sounding purposes should depend on the channel model
that is to be measured. For lower delay models, e.g. indoor
environments, shorter sequences can measure all delay taps,
where for large delay models, e.g. hilly terrain, longer
sequences are needed. Indoor measurements benefit more
from higher chip sampling rates due to shorter delay times
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Figure 1: RMS delay spread in channel models with long delay
times
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Figure 2: RMS delay spread in channel models with short
delay times

and dense delay taps. The 255 bit sequence does not have
enough dynamic range to measure longest delays without
ambiguity where 511 bit sequence can measure all delay taps
but there is also the ambiguity problem. 1023 bit sequence can
measure longest delay taps without ambiguity so the usage of
different length sequences depends on the channel type and
measurement preferences. For best results, measurement data
from different length sequences should be compared.

Additional testing was performed on a USRP software
defined radio transceiver chain to see if the given pseudo noise
sequences could be used in real measurements. Transmitter
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Figure 3: Simulated channel impulse response for IndoorB
channel model

and receiver ports of two software defined radio devices
were connected directly using two SMA cables and a 30 dB
attenuator to protect the receiver.

Due to high computational demands for transmitting 30
MHz sampled sequences through USRP software defined
radio chain, sequences were sampled at 20 MHz so that
∆t = 50 ns between two chip samples, and only 1023 chip
sequence was used. Delays were simulated with 4 dominant
rays. Three delay profile models were used: Typical Urban,
Bad Urban and Indoor B. Delay profiles were generated and
simulated with data being sent through USRP software defined
radio transceiver chain to simulate real system propagation
and to measure USRP software defined radio capabilities.
A finite impulse response (FIR) filter with taps coefficients
defined as a pseudo noise sequence inversed in time was used
as a correlation detector due to better amplitude dynamics.
Receiver pseudo nose sequence was sampled so that a slide
factor γ = 20000 was achieved. Both USRP software defined
radio amplifiers were set to 5 dB amplification and operating
frequency was set to 2,5 GHz. Channel responses were plotted
in Matlab and all peaks that are attenuated less than 10 dB
are marked.

It can be seen from figure 4 that 20 MHz sampled sequence
can barely identify two rays in Indoor propagation model
which are 0,1 µs apart. Correlation detector has theoretical
resolution of 50 ns but responses are then merged together.
Other rays arrive with low amplitudes that can not be mea-
sured using given slide factor and amplification. Using higher
slide factor and amplification, more attenuated rays could be
measured.

All taps in outdoor propagation models can be successfully
identified due to longer propagation times and low attenuations
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Figure 4: IndoorB channel response using software defined
radio

in free space propagation. From figure 5 it can be seen that
this pseudo noise sequence offers good measurement accuracy
even with lower sampling frequency. Tap delay times can be
precisely measured in outdoor channel models using software
defined radio transceiver chain. Measured channel responses
follow defined power delay profile in both amplitude changes
and tap delay times as can be seen in e.g. bad urban area
channel response. It can be seen from figure 5 that delay taps
occur at 47, 53, 67 and 79 lag numbers. If the first delay tap
is to be considered as reference, actual delay times can be
calculated using:

τ =
N

20 · 106
(8)

where N is the lag number. Using equation (8), delay times
for bad urban model are calculated in table II.

Table II: BAD URBAN CHANNEL DELAY TIMES USING SOFT-
WARE DEFINED RADIO

Lag number ∆ lag Delay [µs]

47 0 0,0

53 6 0,3

67 20 1,0

79 32 1,6

In typical urban channel measurements some ambiguity
can be seen due to spurious peaks from correlator detector.
Testing in real conditions with software defined radio chain
show that measurements in indoor environments require very
high sampling rates due to short propagation delays. Outdoor
measurements profit more from longer sequences where longer
propagation delay times can be measured. Synchronization
is an issue in transmission thorough USRP software defined
radio chain where the start of pseudo noise sequences is
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Figure 5: Bad urban channel response using software defined
radio

received with varying delay. Future investigation and research
in synchronization issues is needed.

V. CONCLUSION

Different noise sequence lengths offer variability in channel
sounding applications but not all are suited for all channel
models. Longer sequences should be used to measure longer
delay taps in outdoor measurement actions with channel
models with longer delay times. For indoor measurements,
sequences with higher chip sample rate are more suited. It can
be seen that 255 bit length sequence offers good measurement
accuracy and can be used in most channel sounding applica-
tions where computation cost is an issue. For better resolution
longer sequences should be used, especially in measurement
actions where accuracy is important. Simulation using USRP
software defined radio transceiver chain shows that due to
high computation demands lower sample rates are necessary
which limit indoor measurements. To validate measurements
results, data measured with different sequence lengths can be
compared.
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